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Course 
Description:

The Motorsport Essentials Training program should be your first step into the exciting
world of Motorsport. This full day program is conducted on public roads and is designed
to set you up for repeatable foundations that are imperative in rallying and /or racing. 
Once you have mastered these foundations, you will then have the ability to apply these
skills at high speeds in the Motorsport Excel-erate Track Day program Your instructor
for the day, will empower you to achieve a solid set of foundation skills required for
‘high end’ driving. These skills include setting optimal seating and steering positions,
ideal strategies for cornering, stability, vision and planning. Rallying and racing are high-
risk sports that require a high level of focus and concentration, combined with the skills,
knowledge and attitude for success. By the end of the day, you are amalgamating all the
skills, planning and thought processes required for this demanding ,yet satisfying sport.
In addition, we cover off driving a rally car on public roads in a sound manner that won’t
attract unwanted attention. 
The Motorsport Essentials program is a fantastic day full of learning and fun and is ideal
for any motorist enthusiast.
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Duration: One full day (8.00am – 4.00pm) Investment: $800 + GST per session

Information: One road worthy vehicle is required for training 
Probationary or Full Driver Licence
Strictly no Learners
Must be able to drive a vehicle in accordance with  the conditions of holding an
Australian drivers’ licence

GAIN ALL THE ESSENTIALS FOR SUCCESS

preparation to drive
seat position
mirror settings

Cabin Drill 
cornering
overtaking
gear changes
emergency braking

Dynamic Driving
steering accuracy and 

braking
reactions
vision
anticipation of vehicles and hazards

Roadcraft

      positioning

Course 
Content:
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